
clairvoyance
clairaudience
clairsentience
claircognizance

The Clairs are a way of understanding that there are different
types of extrasensory perceptions. Clairs are able to intuit higher
dimensional perspectives and energy through the various
senses.

There are different types of Clairs: 

Through gaining an understanding of the nuances of each of
these you will be able to easily determine which of these abilities
you have experienced before or have as an innate skill.

Understanding the Clairs and
how to know if you are one



Clairvoyance is the ability to see higher dimensional energies.
In the form of visual interpretation, clairvoyants may receive
visions within the mind’s eye or visually superimposed within
3D reality. This psychic sense can include the ability to see
entities such as spirit guides, ghosts, elementals and various
other multidimensional beings as well as seeing energy in the
form of auric fields. You may also perceive in the form of
symbols and with time and practice you can learn how to
interpret these symbols. Clairvoyants are often naturally good
at visualization and spatial awareness, many creatives that are
visual artists or designers actually have clairvoyant abilities.

Clairvoyance (Seeing)

Understanding the types of Clairs:



Clairaudience is the ability to interpret higher dimensional energies
as sound. People with clairaudient abilities perceive energy
through the hearing sense and can hear things out loud or subtly;
such as a message from a spirit guide. This is one of the more
rare Clair abilities. Many mediums who have other Clair abilities
have noted that they have clairaudience as a subtler secondary
psychic sense in the form of hearing a ringing in the ears before
receiving a channeling or other psychic message. Clairaudients
are often gifted musicians and can also be great at learning new
languages.

• Clairaudience (Hearing)



Clairsentience is the ability to experience higher dimensional
energies via your physical or emotional sensations. Many
people who consider themselves empaths have strong
clairsentient abilities. Clairsentients perceive energy through
feeling and interpreting within their emotional body and can pick
up the emotions in a space, the emotions of other people who
are close by or even people they are connected to over a
distance and the emotional energy of multidimensional beings.
Clairsentients can also be gifted with being able to
communicate with animals and small children. This emotional
sensitivity makes them very good at anticipating the needs of
other people. If you have active clairsentient abilities it is
important to have boundaries and grounding practices as this
ability can be overwhelming, especially in crowded places.

• Clairsentience (Feeling)



Claircognizance is the ability to perceive higher dimensional
energies as thought-forms. Insights are received within the mind,
accompanied by a sense of clear knowing. This mental psychic
gift is quite common but often more difficult to detect as it is not
grounded in a psychical sensation. It takes some level of practice
and mindfulness to fine-tune this ability. Claircognizants often
receive downloads of information as thoughts that may feel
foreign to their usual stream of consciousness. Meditation and
mindfulness practices are important for claircognizants to
maintain mental clarity in order to make sense of the information
they receive. People who have this ability are usually open-
minded in personality and curious. Claircognizants can be
wonderful creative writers or orators as these are great ways to
ground their valuable mental insights into language.

• Claircognizance  (Knowing)



These psychic abilities are present for some people as a fully
developed natural skill, but for others these abilities may need to
be nurtured more before they can be completely relied upon. Now
that you know more about what each Clair sense entails, you will
likely find that you resonate with one or more and this is the sense
you can cultivate further.

Another sign that you have extra-sensory abilities is that you have
an open-minded concept of reality, an awareness of energy
beyond just the physical and your physical senses may be highly
sensitive. You may embrace this or you may still be overwhelmed,
especially if these concepts are new to you or happening
spontaneously. We live in a society that doesn’t fully understand
this extra level of perception and social conditioning may be
affecting your clear perception. 

Follow your intuition and claim your gifts. If you wish to embrace
them you will be given the task of cultivating these senses in order
to use them clearly and for this you will also be given the gift of a
more magical multi-dimensional experience of life.

How to know if you are a Clair


